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Similarity Detection and Localization
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The detection of similarities between long DNA and protein sequences is studied using conce
statistical physics. It is shown that mutual similarities can be detected by sequence alignment m
only if their amount exceeds a threshold value. The onset of detection is a critical phase tran
viewed as a localization-delocalization transition. Thefidelity of the alignment is the order paramete
of that transition; it leads to criteria to select optimal alignment parameters.

PACS numbers: 87.10.+e, 05.70.Jk, 74.60.Ge
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Evaluating the simularities between long strings of t
alphabet is a challenging task, which arises in many fie
ranging from data processing to biology [1]. Standa
applications involve the comparisons of copies of a m
sage sequence blurred by an imperfect transmission o
production process. A particularly important example
the evolution in biological systems, a process that m
tates gene sequences in various ways including localsub-
stitutions, insertions,anddeletions. Molecular biologists
routinely compare newly sequenced genes to known o
in databases, a first step towards unveiling the struc
and function of the new findings. This so-calledsequence
alignmentis the most widely used mathematical and co
putational tool in molecular biology [2].

A (global) alignmentof two sequenceshPij and hQjj
defined as an ordered set of pairingssPi , Qjd and of
unpaired elementssPi , 2d and s2, Qjd called gaps, each
letter Pi and Qj belonging to exactly one pairing o
gap (see Fig. 1). The optimal alignment of the tw
sequences is determined by minimization of a cost
“energy” functionE favoring pairs of matching element
sPi  Qjd over mismatchessPi fi Qjd and gaps. A
simple and commonly used energy function is the s
over all matches, mismatches, and gaps of the alignm
contributing the respective energies21, m . 0, andd .

0 each [3,4]. Many more general energy functions ha
been discussed [2].

Clearly, the optimal alignment depends strongly
these energy parameters, and so does itsfidelity, i.e., the
extent to which it captures mutual correlations betwe
the sequences compared. In particular, if the evolut
process involves random insertions and deletions, one
to allow for gaps in the optimal alignment so that mutua
correlated regions of the sequences can actually align.
gene sequences, a more stringent criterion is thebiological
relevanceof an alignment, that is, the extent to which th
matched regions actually indicate functional similariti
between different proteins. Finding alignment paramet
that lead to high relevance is a difficult problem, whi
has not been solved systematically so far. For biolog
applications, “optimal” parameters for various types
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genes are often deduced empirically from sequence p
whose functional alignments are already known [5].

In this Letter, we apply ideas and methods of statisti
physics to sequence alignment, introducing a different c
ceptual approach towards the parameter selection prob
Using simple stochastic models of evolution, we mut
an ancestor sequence to obtain daughter sequenceshPij
and hQjj with well-defined mutual correlations, namel
the ensemble of all pairssPi  Qjd of unmutated daugh
ters of the same ancestor element. These sequence
then aligned using a given energy functionE, and the fi-
delity of the optimal alignment is quantified as the fracti
of correctly recovered such pairssPi  Qjd. For long se-
quences, we find that the mutual correlations cannot
detected if their amount is below a threshold value. A cr
cal transition separates thislow-similarity phaseof zero fi-
delity from thehigh-similarity phasewhere the fidelity is
finite. (This phase transition is distinct from the “trans
tion” to the so-called local alignment regime discussed
the literature [6].)

Our analysis of the phase transition is based on
known representation [3] of an alignment of two s
quences hPij, hQjj on the two-dimensional lattice o
Fig. 2. The cells of this lattice are labeled by the i
dex pairs (i,j) or alternatively by the rotated coordinate
t  i 1 j and r  i 2 j. The bonds encode the adja
cency of letters: The diagonal bond in cell (i,j) represents
the pairingsPi , Qjd; horizontal and vertical bonds corre
spond to gapssPi , 2d and s2, Qjd, respectively. Thus
any alignment maps onto a lattice path that isdirected
along thet coordinate, i.e., given by a unique functio
r(t). For daughter sequences generated from our stoc
tic evolution model, mutual similarities can be represen
on the lattice by a pathR(t) joining all correlated pairs

FIG. 1. One possible alignment of two binary sequenc
hPij  AAABABB and hQjj  ABBABAB, with six pairings
(five matches, one mismatch) and two gaps.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 2591
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FIG. 2. The directed path (thick line) corresponding to th
alignment in Fig. 1. Horizontal and vertical lattice bon
represent gaps, diagonal bonds represent pairings with b
energiesyr ,t  2sJ 6 Dd for matches (full-wiggly lines) and
mismatches (dashed-wiggly lines), respectively.

sPi  Qjd. We call such a path the “target path.” F
long sequences, it induces amorphological transitionon
the optimal alignment pathr0std: In the low-similarity
phase, this path issuperdiffusivewith typical fluctuations
drstd ; r0std 2 Rstd scaling asjdrstdj , t2y3, while, in
the high-similarity phase, it islocalizedto the target path
with finite fluctuationsjdrstdj , j'; see Fig. 3. Hence
only in the high-similarity phase is the pathr0std a faith-
ful approximation of the targetRstd. The fidelity of the
alignment is then simply given by theoverlapof the two
paths, i.e., by their number of intersections per unit ot.
For long sequences, the overlap is proportional to the
verse localization lengthj21

' ; maximization of this “order
parameter” gives a numerically and analytically acces
ble criterion for the choice of alignment parameters.

To establish these results, we restrict ourselves h
to binary sequences (with elementsPi , Qj [ h11, 21j),
and to the simple model introduced above with just t
parametersm andd (generalizations are briefly discusse
at the end of this Letter). With a convenient shift in th
energy function, we write the total energyE of any path
r(t) as the sum over all its diagonal bonds with bo
energiesyr ,t ; 2J 2 DPisr1tdy2Qjsr2tdy2; horizontal
and vertical bonds take the energy 0. The parametersJ ;
2d 2 sm 2 1dy2 and D  sm 1 1dy2 are the effective
gap and mismatch costs; they characterize the stiffn

FIG. 3. Typical large-scale configurations of the optim
alignment pathr0std for long sequences. (a) In the high
similarity phase, this path (full line) islocalized to the target
path R(t) (dashed line) with typical transverse displaceme
of size j'. (b) In the low-similarity phase, it fluctuate
independently of the target path.
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of the alignment paths and the site-to-site variations
the pairing potentialyr,t , respectively. The lowest energ
pathr0std depends onm andd only via the ratiog ; DyJ
in the biologically relevant limitg # 1 (or 2d $ m) [7].

To model the behavior of typical alignment paths in t
low-similarity phase,we take the sequenceshPij andhQjj
from an ensemble of unbiasedrandom sequences(i.e.,
Pi  Qj  0, PiPi0  di,i0 and QjQj0  dj,j0) with no
mutual correlations,PiQj  0. (Averages over this en
semble are denoted by overbars.) The pairing po
tial yr ,t then becomes arandom potential with average
yr ,t  2J and variance

yr ,tyr 0,t0 2 J2  D2 Psr1tdy2Psr 01t0dy2Qsr2tdy2Qsr 02t0dy2

 D2dr ,r 0dt,t0 . (1)

It induces random fluctuations on the alignment paths.
The large-scale statistics of these fluctuations can

derived from the partition function of the alignment pat
[8] in a path integral representation [9]. We show [1
that the continuum “action” of this path integral takes t
form [11]

S 
Z

dt

∑
g

2
Ùr2 1 hsssrstd, tddd 1 Os Ùr4, h Ùr2, . . .d

∏
.

(2)

It describes a “coarse-grained” alignment pathrstd with a
finite line tensiong (and Ùr ; drydt) in a coarse-grained
random potentialhsr, td characterized by its second mo
ment hsr, tdhsr 0, t0d , D2dsr 2 r0ddst 2 t0d. All
other short-ranged moments [12], as well as the te
omitted in (2), are irrelevant variables. We conclude t
the large-distance behavior of alignments is governed
the well-known universality class of a directed path in
two-dimensionalGaussianrandom potential [9]. Many
properties of this universality class are known exac
Typical fluctuations of the optimal pathr0std are (asymp-
totically) superdiffusive,fr0std 2 r0st0dg2 . Ajt 2 t0j4y3,
reflecting the tendency of the optimal alignment to u
gaps to gain an excess number of matches over m
matches. This goes along with the varianceE2

0 sNd 2

E0sNd
2

. BN2y3 of the optimal energyE0yN for paths of
lengthN ¿ 1. We have verified these properties num
ically and have obtained the nonuniversal amplitudesA
andB; an example is shown in Fig. 4. Scaling argumen
which are supported by our numerics, yieldA . g4y3 and
B . g4y3J2 for small values ofg (which are appropriate
for the alignment of sequences with not too many ins
tions and deletions; see below).

To study thehigh-similarity phase,we construct se-
quenceshPij and hQjj with mutual correlations as the
would arise if these sequences developed from a c
mon ancestor sequence (again taken to be an unbi
random sequence) through independent mutations ov
time u. Consider first the evolution through point subs
tutions only: On each sequence, elements are rando
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FIG. 4. Energy variationssDE0d2 ; E2
0 std 2 E0std

2
, t2y3 of

the optimal alignments. The results are obtained from a sam
of 100 pairs of uncorrelated random sequences for each s
the alignment parameters listed.

chosen with rateG and replaced by an unbiased rando
number61. ThenhPij andhQjj remain unbiased random
sequences and havemutual correlationsPiQj  p2di,j,
wherep  exps2Gud is the fraction of elements on eac
sequence that are still unaffected by the mutations aft
time u. It follows that the pairing potential still has th
variance (1) (up to an irrelevant [10] term,dt,t0dr,2r 0),
but the average is nowyr ,t  2J 2 Udr ,0: mutual cor-
relations generate a target pathRstd  0 (along the diag-
onal of the alignment lattice) thatattracts the alignment
paths with strengthU  gp2J. This interaction reflects
the excess number of matchessPi  Qid of unmutated
daughter elements of the ancestor sequence. It turns
to change the optimal alignment drastically [13]: The p
r0std becomeslocalized,i.e., its mean square displaceme
from the target pathr2

0 std grows no longer superdiffusively
but reaches a finite valuej2

' ; limt!`r2
0 std for long se-

quences. In recent years, this localization has been stu
carefully in the context of flux pinning in type-II superco
ductors [13,14]. It is governed [14] by the competition
the potential energy,Uyj' per unit oft gained from the
overlap with the target path, and the random energy
Vyj' (with a constantV . g2J for g2 ø 1 [10]) due to
the confinement of the alignment path. (This is very sim
lar to the competition of potential and kinetic energy det
mining the localization of a quantum particle in a poten
well.) In the limit p  1 of identical sequences, the o
timal alignment is obviouslyr0std  0; the path is tightly
bound to the target. Asp decreases, the fluctuations arou
the target increase, and the overlap decreases. It is f
[13] that the pathr0std remains localized to the target eve
for an arbitrarily weak attractionU . 0, although the lo-
calization length becomes very large forU ø V ,

j' . expsbVyUd (3)

(with a universal constantb ø 2.8). Thus the fidelity of
the optimal alignment,j21

' , tends to zero with vanishin
U; this signals a continuous transition to the superdiffus
behavior atU  0.
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We now turn to a more realistic model of evolution th
includes local insertions and deletions: We generate
sequenceshPij andhQjj from a common ancestor throug
point substitutions as before, then we randomly choos
fraction p̃ ø 1 of the sites on each sequence, and ins
or delete a random element61 at the chosen sites. This
modifies the mutual correlations,

PiQj  p2di2j,Rsi1jd , (4)

and hence the pairing potentialyr ,t  2J 2 Udr ,Rstd.
The target pathR(t) is no longer along the diagona
of the alignment lattice, but along the trajectory of
Gaussian random walk with mean square displacem
fRstd 2 Rst0dg2  p̃jt 2 t0j (see Fig. 3). Since a fraction
2p̃ of the target path involves gaps, the attractive stren
of the target is shifted to

U  fgp2s1 2 p̃d 2 2p̃gJ , (5)

and now changes sign at the thresholdp2  p2
c 

2p̃yg 1 Osp̃2d. Above the thresholdsp2 . p2
c d, the

interaction remains attractivesU . 0d. In this phase,
the optimal alignment path turns out to be localized to t
target in much the same way as before [13], with a fin
mean square displacementj

2
' ; limt!` fr0std 2 Rstdg2

given by (3) and (5) and a finite fidelity,j
21
' . As p2

approachesp2
c from above, the fidelity again tends t

zero continuously. Forp2 , p2
c , the interaction becomes

repulsive, and the pathr0std is again superdiffusive. This
is the low-similarity phase, where the optimal alignme
does not reflect the mutual correlations: Its fidelity
zero. The singular behavior (3) of the fidelity applies
sequences whose length exceeds thecorrelation length
jk , j

3y2
' ; for shorter sequences, the fidelity is reduc

by finite-size effects.
The concept of an order parameter is useful for t

selection of optimal alignment parametersm and d. As
follows from Eqs. (3), (5), andV . g2J, the correlations
(4) with given parametersp andp̃ can be detected only for
g . gcsp, p̃d  2p̃yp2 1 Os p̃2d. They are recovered
best if g takes the valueg?sp, p̃d  4p̃yp2 1 Os p̃2d
obtained by maximizingj21

' for fixed p and p̃ ø p2.
This is a linear condition onm andd.

There is a number of related alignment issues re
vant to applications in biology, where our results app
in a similar way; a detailed account will be publishe
elsewhere [10]. (i) For alphabets withk different let-
ters (k  4 for DNA and k  20 for proteins), the ef-
fective attraction strength increases withk; this leads to
a much higher fidelity and a reduced correlation leng
(ii) A higher biological relevance of the alignment is o
ten achieved if gap initiations are penalized by a high
energy than gap extensions. Such refinements lead
alignment paths that have, in addition to their line te
sion g, a finite “bending rigidity.” (iii) The simultaneous
alignment ofn sequences is described by a directed alig
ment pathsr1, . . . , rn21d (t) in n 2 1 transversal dimen-
sions. Forn . 2, the detection threshold isincreasedto
2593
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finite U . 0, making similarity detection more difficult
The divergence of the localization length close to the tra
sition is then given by apower lawinstead of Eq. (3). (iv)
The same is true even for the alignment of two sequen
if there are long-ranged intrasequence correlations that
off sufficiently slowly (as may be the case for the nonco
ing regions of the genome). (v) Unlike theglobal algo-
rithms discussed so far,local alignment algorithms match
only a contiguous piece of sequencehPij with a differ-
ent piece of sequencehQjj; they are appropriate for find
ing mutual similarities that exist only within these tw
pieces. It has been noted [6] that the regimes of lo
and global alignment are separated by a transition line
the space of parameterssm, dd. In the global alignment
regime, the sequences are aligned up to small bound
regions. As the transition line is approached, these
gions grow up to a lengthOsNd in the local alignment
regime. This boundary-induced criticality is analogous
wetting transitions and thus quite different from the tra
sition described in this Letter.

In summary, we have described a unique appro
to similarity detection, identifying sequence alignme
algorithms with physics problems defined on a lattice w
quenched disorder. We show that the successful detec
of correlations between sequences depends on the kind
mutations they undergo, as well as on the specific cho
of the alignment parameters. This is demonstrated
simple stochastic mutation processes modeling biolog
evolution. In such systems, correlations can only
detected if their amount exceeds a threshold value;
onset of detection is shown to be a critical phase transit
with universal characteristics. Most importantly, it
the fluctuation statisticsat this transition that determine
the fidelity of the optimal alignment. Using that orde
parameter we derive criteria for the optimal choice
alignment parameters given a limited knowledge of t
mutation process—in contrast to the current approa
of finding these parameters empirically. Conversely,
knowledge of optimal alignment parameters for a giv
class of proteins can be used to infer the nature
mutations suffered by those proteins.
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